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Busy at Agua Prieta
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 26. An attempt
FEDERALS to disarm former Madero volunteers
WILL FIGHT
at Agua Prieta early today resulted
in a sharp skirmish in the darkness
UNDER COLONEL
FORCE
before dawn. Most of the volunteers
PREPARES TO RESIST
escaped to (his side, leaving their
arms.
Quiet was restored today.
AN ATTACK
About. 11 of the former Madero in
eurectos escaped into Arizona. The
MANY STATES ARE NOT LOYAL; 01 dei l
ly from General Huarta, it is said.
The men were not offered an oppoi- PREPROVISIONAL
EXECUTIVE
tnnity to give up their arms peace- TO
PARES
TO
ATTEMPT
The
regular
fully, as at Juarez.
CRUSH THE REBELS
troops pounced on the volunteer;'
barracks and attempted to capture
the
arsenal. None are known to have
The
Eagle Pass, Tex., Feb. 20.
killed.
been
is
set
stage
today along
completely
At Fronleias, below Agua Prieta,
the border opposite this section of

Maderists

PEACE
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JKE

NEGOTIATIONS

BUT REFUSES TO CONCEDE ANY
OF THE POINTS DISPUTED
WITH BALKANS.
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TWO GIRL TRAMPS

BILLS PASSED

Denver,

COLDSHOUEii
10

FEBRUARY

Feb. 26. Senator Hiram
E. Hilts called attention of the senate to the fact that its records on the
public utilities bill were tangled. The
records became involved iu connection with the action on the measure
on second reading in the committee
of the whole, thereby affecting six
pages of amendments proposed in the
report of the judiciary committee.
Senator Hums,, author, of the measure, asked time , to 'determine how
' u
best to unravel the tangle.
The house passed on third trading:
the following- bills: Creating Alamosa county, which now goes to the
governor; Wright bill that a new
trial ehall not be granted on a technicality and only upon a showing of
material injury to the party against
whom a verdict was returned; TJit
bill giving county judges
authority
to appoint public administrators in
each county; bill creating the Fourteenth judicial district consisting- of
Raca, Powers and Bent, counties; Lee
bill pensioning policemen and widows
of officers.

A

The state of Aguas Ca'iientet
mittedly is In revolt, the rebels be- Jug led by the governor, Alberto REFUSE TO LISTEN TO PLEAS OF
Femes.
THE PORTE TO RETAIN

HUERTA

DENT

MANY

towns in the state of Murelos. Thi
most Important of these
Yautepec,
southeast of the federal capital.
Many depredations have been committed and additional troops wera
dispatched today against them. Eu- fenio. a brother or Euiilio Zapata, has
proclaimed himself governor of More- los.

GOVERNOR OF COAHUILA REFUSES TO ACKNOWLEDGE PRESI-
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Salt Lake City, Feb. 26 After
"beating ' their way to this, city from
Pocatcllo, Idaho, Mildred Fretenstein
and Bernice Simprion, both of whom
a month short pf 10 years old,
I are

CABINET

IS NOW BEING

the jewelry counter of a local Je-partment store yesterday afternoon.
They were caugat
in the act and
turned over to the p:..te.
In spite of their tender years the
AFTER MUCH DELAY PRESIDENTtots
were well versed in ;he slang
ELECT BEGINS SELECTING
of the street and without a tear or
HIS ADVISORS.
sign of fright told the police
that
they had "beat it" from their home
BRYAN GETS A GOOD JOB in Pocatello. They explained that
after they had boarded the train a
kind hearted passenger covered them
NEBRASKAN IS NAMED with his overcoat and in this way
GIFTED
OF STATE,
AS SECRETARY
they escaped the eyes of the conductor. When asked if they had had
AS WAS PREDICTED.
anything to eat, one of the girls replied, "Of course we have. I hocked
EMPTY my ring for :!0 cents."
MANY
PORTFOLIOS

GRANT BOARD LAV
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BACK
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SPECTACULAR

CHAIRMAN

SYS HC

CHAVEZ

DOES NOT KNOW WHEN IT
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FINANCE
THAT

COMMITTEE

IT

HAS

BODY APPEARS TO HAVE:
SUCH A MEAS-

FORGOTTEN
URE

IS IN EXISTENCE.

C1IISMAN WANTS NEW VOTE

SUICIDE.
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of
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ment of a definite Philippine policy.
sever'
Virginia coal mine riots.
Tho man nin.v die.
Zapatistas now occupy
(Continued on Pago FIvel
with the Thaw case.
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TWO

cent) are 25 and over, and of the native whites of native parents? 3 silents
(41.5
per,
ly mare than
I
cent ;
The urban poimlatjon shows a
smaller proiortion of fhi.il'.ui t'
the rural and a lurer p; .portion of
Persons in the prime of life. Of the
Sex
urban population, 32.3 per cent are
In the total population of the state from 25 to 44 years of age, inclusive,
there are 175,245 males and 152,056 and of the rural population, 26.7 per
to 100
cent.
CENSUS BUREAU ISSUES VALU-- ; females, or 115.3 males
In 1900 the ratio was 114.4
School Attendance
INFORMATION CONCERN- - j males.
The census inquiry as to school
ING THIS STATE
to 100. Among native whites the
'ratio is 111.5 to 100 and among for-- attendance was merely as to whether
'eign
born whites 1S9.6 to 100. In th j the person enumerated had attended
26.
The corapo
Washington, Feb.
sition and characteristics of the pop-- j urban population there are 101.5 any kind of school at any time be-ulation of New Mexico, as reported males to I On females, and in the tween September 1, 1909, and the
date of enumeration, April 15, 1910.
at the Thirteenth decennial census, rural. 117.7.
State of Birth
are given in an advance bulletin soon
The total number of persons of
at
of
Of
j
the
total
native
population--thPurand
school age that is, from 6 to 20
to be issued by Director
the bureau of the census, department is, population born in the luited years, inclusive is 105,403, of whom
of commerce and labor. It was pre-- J states 60.7 per cent were born I:i 64,342, or 61 per cent, attended school
Mexico and 39.3 per cent outaid
In addition to these, 1,563 children
pared under the supervision of
liam C. Hunt, chier statistician for the 6tate; of the native white
under 6 and 812 persons 21 and over
,
were
41.7
cent
born
outside
of
color,
Statistics
attended school. For boys from 6 to
per
citi- - the state;
2.5
the
native
of
of
state
20 years, inclusive, the percentage atbirth,
Indian,
sex,
ity, parentage,
attend-(pe- r
school
cent; and of the native uegro, tending school was 62.1; for girls,
senship, age, Illiteracy,
ance, marital condition, and dwellings j 74.3 per cent. Persons born outside 59.9. For children from 6 to 14
and families are presented. They are the state constitute a much larger years, inclusive, the percentage atThe pergrouped as follows: For the state and proixrtion of the native population tending school was 72.9.
in
the
this
rural
of
in
urban
than
age
children
communities,
only
for
for
Albuquerque,
counties;
centage
Foreign Nationalities
among native whites of native parentcity of more than 10,000; and fori
age was 76.9; among native whites
places of 2,500 to 10,000. A previous j Of the foreign born white
bulletin for New Mexico tion of New Mexico, persons bom in of foreign or mixed parentage, o.l:
whites, 56.6 ;
gave the number of inhabitants by Mexico represent 32.6 per cent, among foreign-borcounties and. minor civil divisions, Italy, 8.6; Germany, 7.7; Austria, 5.4; among Indians, 29.3; and among nedecennial inrrease and density of England, 4.9; Canada, 4.5; Ireland, groes, 72.S. In urban communities
Scotland, 2.2; Sweden, 1.6; the percentage of children of that age
Imputation, and the proportion of
ban and rural. That and the forth-- ; France, 1.4; ail other countries, S.l attending school was 83.2, and in
r
cent. Of the total white stock of rural, 71.4.
coming bulletin cover ail the princi-'pecensus
of
the
Illiteracy
population
foreign origin, which includes
pal topics
The census bureau classifies as iloccupations and ownership sens born abroad and also naJvel
bom literate any person 10 years of age
of homes.
having one or both parents
Color and Nativity
abroad, Mexico contributed 44.S per or over who is unable to write, reThe white population Is divided into cent; Germany, 12.5; England, 6.9; gardless of ability to read.
1) native, native par- Italy, 5.S; Ireland, 5.6; Canada, 5.1;
There are 4S,6Ii7 illiterates in the
four group:
entage that is, having both parents Austria, 3 5; Scotland, 2.9; France. state, representing 20.2 per cent ol
born in the United State; (2) na- 1.7; Sweden, 1.5; Switzerland, 0 lthe total population 10 years of age
and over, as compared with 33.1 per
tive, foreign parentage having both per cent.
cent in 1900. The percentage of ilVoting and Militia Ages
parents born abroad; (3) native, mixThe total number of males 21 jears literacy is 14.9 among native whiles.
ed parentage having one parent native and the other foreign born; (4) of age and over is 94,637, representing 31 among foreign born whites. 81."
2.9 per cent of the population. Of among Indians, and 14.2 among ne- foreign born.
Of the total population of New such males, 73.2 per cent are native groes.
Mexico, 255,609, or 78.1 per cent, are whites of native parentage, 7.3 perj For all classes combined the per
native whites of native parentage; cent native whites of foreign or mix - rentage of illiterates is 7.8 in urban
For
26,331, or 8 per cent, are native whites ed parentage, 13.2 per cent foreign communities and 2 .4 in rural
of foreign or mixed parentage; 22,654, born whites, 5.1 per cent Indians, 0.7 each class
tlsn, the peror 6.9 per cent, are foreign born per cent negroes, and 0.5 per cent centage is considerably higher ia ruwhites; and 20,573, or 6.3 per cent, Chinese and Japanese. Of the 12,502 ral communities than in urban.
are Indians. The corresponding per- foreign born white males of voting
For persons from 10 to 20 years of
centages in 1900 were 76.3, 9.2 6.8, age, 4,267 or 34.1 per cent aie natural- age, inclusive, whose literacy depends
and 6.7, respectively, the comparison ized. Males of militia aze 18 to 44 largely upon present school facilities
and school attendance, the percentage
indicating only slight changes In the number 73,097.
Aae
ef illiteracy
composition of the population during
li
the decade. NegToes constitute 0.5
Of the total population, 13.8 per
Marital Condition
per cent of the population. In 14 of cent are under 5 years of age, 23 per In the population 15 years of age
the 26 counties the percentage of cent from 5 to 14 years, inclusive, and over, 38.2 per cent of the males
foreign born whites Is less than 5: 10.4 per cent from 15 to 24, 27.6 per; are single and 23.3 per cent of the fe:
the maximum jwrcentage, 25.2, Is that cent from 25 to 44, and 16.1 per cent males. ?The nercentage married is
for Grant count. The percentage of 45 years of age and ever. The. for- 55.7 for males and 66.2 for females,
native whites of foreign or mixed eign born white population comprises and the percentage widowed 5.2 and
parentage is less than 5 in 10 coun- comparatively few children, only 10 9.6, respectively. The percentages of
ties, and exceeds 25 in 2, Grant (27.6) per cent of this class beinrr under la those reported as divorced, 0.7 and
and Dona Ana (27.5.)
years of age, while 72.7 per ont arc 0.9, respectively, are believed to be
Of the urban population, 74 per cent 25 years of ng and over. Of the na too small, because of the probability
are native whites of native parent- tive whites of foreign or mixed pat- - that ' many divorced persons class
s
age; of the rural, 7S.8 per cent. The entage, less than
!39.) per themselves as single or widowed.

hl)lv
REV

corresponding proportions for native
whites of foreign or mixed parentnre
are 15.1 and 6.9 per rent, respective::--The percentage of foreign I'orn wn
is 8.8 in the urban poppuiaiion u:.
6.6 in the rural; the percentage of
Indians is 0.1 In the urban and 7.3
in the rural.
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When The Dish
Runs Away With The Spoon

fit

Dishes like good things to et, just as children are fond of fairie- s- and Maude Adams has
proved thousands of times there are fairies.
Show the children this advertisement and ask them if they believe the dishes smile when
good things are served in them. Then get a package of Post Tavern Special. The Breakfast

Porridge,

1913.
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Serve it piping hot, and watch their faces dance.

You Marvel How

Worst Skin

Erup-

tions Disappear as Result of

CDUN

BILL
a month ahead of us, and it is time to give serious consideration to votir Sprirg Costume. We are prepared to assist ycu
in j our selection and are showing an excellent variety of the
is bt3t

Famous Remedy.

PASSES
MEASURE PROVIDES FOR ELECTIONS ON LIQUOR TRAFFIC REGULATION.

v..

If

you

hare been fighting some

blood

trouble, some eruptive skin disease, call
it eczema, lupus, psoriasis, malaria,
scrofula or what you will, there is but
one sure, safe way to cure It-- Ask at
bottle of
any drug store for a
S. S. S. and you are then on the road to
health. The action of this remarkable
remedy Is just as direct. Just as positive.
Just as certain in Its influence as that
the sun rises in the east. It is one of
those rare medical forces which act in
the blood with the same degree of certentainty that iB found in all natural domdencies. The manner in which It
inates and controls the mysterious transference of rich, red, pure arterial blood
for the diseased venous blood is marvelous.

Out through every skin pore acids,
germs and other blood impurities are
forced in the form of invisible vapor.
The lungs breathe It out, the liver is
stimulated to consume a great proportion of impurities, the stomach and intestines cease to convey into the blood
stream the catarrhal, malarial germs;
the bowels, kidnevs. bladder and all
emunctories of the body are marshalled
Into a fighting force to expel every vestige of eruptive disease.
There is scarcely a community anywhere but what has its living example
of the wonderful curative effects of
S. S. S. Get a bottle of this famous
and If your case is stubremedy
born or peculiar write to The Pwift
Co., 127 Swift BMg-- Atlanta, Ga.
Their medical laboratory is famous and
Is conducted by renowned experts in
blood and skin diseases.
Fiw-cifi- c

S::u!y
Santa Fe, X. M, Feu.
emasculated, but with its principal
author, Mr. Chrisman, still proud ol
it, the bill roviding for local option
on the liquor tratfic got through tne
house yesterday arternoon by ihe
vote of 30 to 14.
"It is better than nothing," said
Representative Chrisman, who led
the fight for the bill, at the conclusion of the roll call.
is not
This opinion, however,
share! by many of the advocates of
regulation now here, and
quite a number 01 these people are
of the opinion that it would have been
much better for their cause to have
allowed the bill to die, rather than
to have it enacted in its present

GREET THE BULGARIAN KING.
Sofia, Bulgaria. Feb. 26. The national enthusiasm consequent upon
the success of Bulg:vrian arms in the
war against the Turks was given
vent today on the occasion of the
d
celebration of King Ferdinand's
birthday anniversary. Never
before has Ihe anniversary been so
In the capital
generally observed.
all classes kept the holiday.
Flags
were raised on all public buildings
and pictures of the roy
family and
of the prominent
Bulgarian com
manders In the war were displayed in
the windows of shops and private
residences throughout ihe city.

All

ready-ta-we-

Ve

garments in exclusive styles.

ar

are also showing a beantifel line of Spring Shoes.
COME I AND SIX THE NEH SHIES

yasemm&t rs Son
ooti ift choc

-

r.yi

form.
The bill, in brief, provides that,
upon petition of 35 per cent of tne j
voters in any county, city, town, pre- - j loons, "in San Juan county tn.r:-- that ,j,e revenue from saloon licenses
dilfkult.", shan g0 io lne school fund.
ciuct or incorporated village, an elec-- j wiU not be the slights
-ana u user , Fifty-twtion shall be called upon the question saia tne representative,
bills remain undisposed
ere, I arcsid jrwnaliy t ear the eJ- - j of on the boyse
ar
of whether or not the liquor traffic
and it is not
shall be prohibited. These elections tire expend of an election for t.--i j uclikely that tight sessiors win oe
j fcfe3,j y,
shall not, according to the bill as purpose."
Bf?al. r;lTure in ordeT that
of-Under suspension or the rules the ; the work mav be (omr-ietepassed, be held in any one place
up and j The session w?s brief,
yesterday took
tener than once in tour years. Mr. house
lasting
Chrisman wanted to make the per- - j' unanimously passed Senate BiH No. ; scarcely thirty aviates.
1,
means
which
which
provides
iod two years, but was voted down.
ly
ANSWER THE CALL
A strong effort was made 10 amend counties and cities may appropriat
the bill so as to make the county the money for the care of sick aad desti- - East Las Vegas People Have Found
That This Is Necessary.
unit and do away with the voting on j tute persons. This is one of the bills
A old, a strain, a sadden wrench.
the question by tne city or munici - endorsed by the municipal league
- j
af-A lirde cause may hart the kidneys.
pality. Representative Burg of Ber- and the bill was brought up this 1
nalillo led the fight for the amend - ternoon, out of its regular order, at! Spells of backacie often follow.
'
Or some irregularity of the urine.
ment. pointing out the condition that jthe request of JSayor . K. U. Severs
- of
Albu
A splendid remedy for snca attacks.
were
like
cities
would prevail
j
Albuquerque.
Another senate bill passed by tfie
A medicine that has satisfied tion- nuerque and Las Vegas to vote dry
I
and the adjoining villages remain house was that providing a seal for sajids
J
Is Doan's Kidney PL".s, a special
wet. Mr. Burg predicted that these the supreme court.
towns, under the conditions siaiea, j An eviaence tnai ine temerance E:oney remedy.
would be surrounded by a ring of j people are not entirely satisfied with J Many East Las Vegas eople rely
saloons, all beyond the jurisdiction the Chrisman local option bill was j on it
1

,

o

cal-cd-

1

!

i

--

bands are generally older than their
wives, the marriage relationship is
more often broken by death of the
husband than by death of the wife.
For the main elements of the population the percentages of married persons among those 15 years of age and
over are as follows.
Foreign born
whites, 54.1 for males and 72.6 for females; native whites of native parentage, 56.6 and 66.2 respectively; native whites of foreign or mixed parentage, 47.8 and 59.9; Indians, 60.5
and 66.1 ; negroes. 49.7 and 58.7.
These percentages by no means indicate the relative tendency of the
several classes as regards marriage.
To determine that, the comparison
should be made by age periods, since
the proportion married in any class
is determined largely by the propor
tion who have reached the marrying
age. Similarly, the proportion widow
ed deiends largely on the proportion
past middle life. The jiercentagc: married is slightly lower for malts, but
decidedly higher for females in rural
than in urban communities.
Dwellings and Families
The total number of dwellings in
New Mexico is 75.S8S and the total
number of families 7S.SS3, indicating
that in comparatively few cases doe
more than one ftimily occupy a dwelling. The average number of persons
per dwelling is 4.3 and the average
number per family 4.1.

'

anti-saloo-

That the percentage single is so
much smaller for women than for
men is due partly to the excess of
males in the total population, and
partly to the fact that women marry
younger. Thus 19.7 per cent of the
females from 15 to 19 years of age
are married, as compared with 1.1
per cent of the males, and 66.8 per
cent of the females from 20 to 24
years of age are married, as compared with 26.1 per cent of the males of the city authorities.
The hoir.e
In the next age group, 25 to 34 years, couldn't tec it, however, and the
the percentages are 84.3 and 64, re- amendment, which was offered by
spectively; in the next group 35 to 44 Mr. Blanchard, was voted down.
the difference is less marked, while
It remained, however, for the Hon.
in the succeeding age group the per- Marcus C. de Baca of Sandoval to
centage married is higher among the present the amendment, the adoption
males. That there is a larger
of which by the house transformed
meritorious bill into
widows than of widowers an otherwise
thai men nforp-orte- u
what may
reasonably be termed
mhy '
remarry than women, but, since hus- freak 'legislation. Mr. Baca's amend-

i'ieae

LATEST SPRING STYLES IN
SUITS, COATS. DRESSES. SKIRTS
WAISTS, DRESS GOODS and SILKS

ment, which was adopted, provides
that those signing petitions for local
option elections shall pay the cost of
such elections.
This, in the event that the bill becomes a law, is likely to cause citizens generally to hesitate somewhat
before signing a petition which may
render them liable to assessment fcr
a share in the election expense? of
their county or municipality.
According to Mr. Chrisman this is
not a fatal objection to the bill and
he believes it will be easily poss.hle
to find 35 per cent of the voters n
almost any county who will be wiping to pay for an election at whicti
they can vote to close up the sa- -

rvlif
1

i

J

,

the introduction by Messrs. Llewellyn j Here is East Las Vegas proof,
Mrs. Anna Pearce, SK3 Tilden Ave,
and Moreno of a resolution submit- ting a constitutional amendment for East Las Vegas, X. Mex, says: "I
statewide prohibition. The resola - hare nothing to withdraw from the
tion is identical with that introduced public statement I gave In January
j in
the senate Monday and provides ; 1907. in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills.
for an election on the question in j I was troubled for about a year by dis-Xovember. 1914. The resolution was (ordered
kidne;. s, the most annoying
i
referred io the committee on judi- - J symptom being a kidney weakness,
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at the
ciary.
The following bills were passed in ' Center Block Pharmacy, corrected my
the house yesterday:
Since then I have had &
j trouble.
No. 175, by Chaves, providing for i few slight recurrences of the difScul-th- e
publication of a catalogue of the j ty but at such times I haTe. taken
ancient Spanish archives of New , Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
j never fafled to have a beneficial ef-Mexico.
No. 1S5, by Tully, providing for the feet."
payment of annual dividends by cor- - j For sale by all dealers. Price 59
Foster-iliibuCo., Buffalo,
porations. The purpose of this
posed law is to prevent the freezing J New York, sole agents for the United
out of small stockholders bv tne ! States.
Remember the name Doan's and
j
withholding of dividends.
Xo. 7, by Toung. Allowing ten days ; take no other. Adv.
additional good time to convicts em-- j
;u,r medicine made
ployed outside the prison walls end j for colds than Chamberlain's Courh
certain other convicts within the pen- - j Remedy. It acts on nature's plan,
who occupy positions of j I:tTcs the lungs, opens the secretions.
I &ius
?ipeCTOraui'ii ; ana restores mr
trust.
isvstem in
healthr condition. For
Xo. "2, by Cordova, which provides ,.a,e
hj aJ dealers. Ad.
,
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

SURPLUS

'

150,000.00

-

--.
T--

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

T

r

,"x-

--

Vs

V

4

J

J

9

:

V

President

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
S. Lewis, Asst. Cash.

F.

t.

Interest PeJd Ort Time Deposits

fifty-secon-

ost Tavern

Sp6ci3

1

a winsome blend of the best parts of Wheat, Corn and Rice, A most nutritious dish and
lUvory for the food experts of the Postum Co., made it to please particular palates. Get a
package today for
is

Tomorrow's Breakfast
Sold by Grocers.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

GRONNA-STUT-

Z

WEDDING.

Washington, D. C., Feb. 26. Congressional society was Interested today in the wedding of Miss Margue-- j
rite Kalherine Stutz. daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Ktuu of this city, and James
1). Cronna. son' of Senator smd Mrs.
A. .1. Gronna of North Dakota.

bank

jyikS
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S30.000.00

Office With ihe San Miguel National Rank

Wm. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. H05KINS

President
Vice President

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

'
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matter, but it was seven months lat-elong after the strike had been
A
ended, that the grand jury found indictments against Wood and several
others, including Fred E. Atteaux, a
dyer; Dennic J. Collins, a Cambridge
an
dog "fancier; William H. Rice,
East Milton quarryman. A few days
before the indictments were returned
Ernest P. Witman,- - head of the E.
W. Pitman company, one of the largWILLIAM WOOD TO BE TRIED FOR est builders of textile mills in" New
England, committed suicide at his
"PLANTING" EXPLOSIVES IN
home in Andover a day before he
LAWRENCE
was to sail with his family for Eu
2S. The spec- rope,
Feb.
it was rumored at the lime
Mass.,
Boston,
of that he had inadvertently given damtacle of the leading representative
p f the largest and wealthiest cor aging evidence in the conspiracy case
tried and had taken his life for fear of
porations in this state being
30
rep--j becoming entangled in the case. Wood
the
as
cspon the same charge
Bhort
a
who
and the other defendants were arlabor
of
reeentatives
t
year and
time ago were convicted of conspir-- j rested on August 30 of
! released under
will
be
bonis.
present-heavy
ecy in Indianapolis,
ed when William M. Wood, president! Naturally enough the general interof the American Woolen company,! est is centered upon William M.
and one of the leading textile mag-- j Wood, the principal defendant and
nates of the world, together with sev- alleged leader of the conspiracy. His
eral alleged accomplices, will be life history is unusually interesting
tried before a jury in the superior and his rise from poverty to wealth
criminal court of Suffolk county upon and high position presents the elements of a remarkable romance. Ir
the charge of complicity in the
the fall of I860 Captain Henry Pease,
of
during
dynamite
"planting"
the strike of the mill hands at Law-- , I a whaler of Edgartowu, Martha's
him to that
i .. . , loo
Atrinir
.
& In Vineyard, brought with
r1 ".t
rence, .na&s-i he great wealth and prominent po- town a poor Portuguese from Fayal
sition of President Wood and the se- one of the Azores, who had shipped
rious nature of the charges against as cook on the captain's vessel. The
he
fcim and other defendants the case man's name was Jaciutho, but
in
honor
to
will
it
Wood,
scon
and
week
nest
to
is
changed
which
begin
him
probably last a fortnight or more, i? or a man who had befriended
fishera
him
with
had
attention.
and
wide
supplied
attracting country
Wood
particularly in labor circles where the man's outfit. William Jacintho
outcome of the trial is awaited with! toon married and on April 5, 1S61,
their eldest child, William M. Wood,
intense interest
The boy was bright and
TTib rnmmnnwealth which, at the was born.
his beBt to give him
tried
District
father
his
trial, will be represented by
did not thrive
Jacintho
education.
an
C.
Pelletier,
charges
Attorney Joseph
and will try to prove that Wood and in the raw New England climate and
the other defendants conspired to after he had worked for a few years
steward on
place explosives In such a manner in as fishermen, cobbler and
he died at
disSound
one
to
the
of
boats,
as
the disturbed community
credit the striking mill operatives New Bedford of tuberculosis.
William M. Wood was 11 years old
and turn public sentiment against
unhis father died and he had to
when
has
which
many
them. The trial,
and go to work. For three
usual features, promises to be highly quit
in the office of the
worked
he
sensational.
years
The arrest of John J. Been, a mem- Wamsutta mills and displayed great
ber of the Lawrence school Iward, ability. Then he worked for three
anon the charge of having planted years in the mechanical department
(fjnamite, was the first sensation of the mills and acquired a thorough
which developed in the conspiracy knowledge of the milling work. His
case during the strike at Lawrence. next position was that of bookkeeper
Preen was found guilty and after a in J. A. Beauvais' bank. After a few
quick trial was sentenced to pay a years he became assistant manager
fine of $500. It was then suspected of some woolen mills in .Fall River.
that others were concerned in the When Dr. Frederick Ayer, the patent

r,

MILLIONAIRE IS

CHARGED WITH
DYNAMITING

j

!

medicine manufacturer, was obliged
to take over the Washington mill in

FEBRUARY

IIOVP.MFARLAND

Lawrence, because that institution
could not repay certain loans, Wood
was made assistant manager of the
mill. He also became acquainted
with Dr. Ayer's family and married
the doctor's only daughter. Backed
wealth Willianl
by his father-in-law'-s
M. Wood soon expanded his activity
and with remarkable business ability
succeeded in organizing the American
STUNT
FOOLED THE MILWAUKEE
Woolen company upon a substantial
BOXER
basis and making it a well payinl
coriration. His salary as president
of the company alone is said to be
Packy McFarland, the pride of the
$10J,OOO
a year and bis other inter- ( hicago stock yards, is without doubt
ests in mills and other industrial and one of the foxiest boxers in the coun-t:financial
insttiutions are estimated
both in a financial way and also
in fighting, says Claude Johnston in
to be in the millions.
the Kansas City Star. ' Packy has
been matched with Jack Britton, his
rival, more than once, but a week or
GAS, SOURNESS AND
two ago it looked as though everyINDIGESTION VANISH thing was all set for the staging of
their bout in New York, when all of
a sudden came the
announcement
that Packy had called the match off
AS SOON AS "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
because he rectived a straight offer
GETS IN STOMACH ALL
cf
$10,000 for his end to meet FredDISTRESS IS GONE.

MED CRAFTY
TRICK

dy Welsh in England.
It might be mentioned that Packy
"Rieally does" put bad stomachs in
order "really does" overcome indiges- had been matched to meet Britton at
C
o'clock. When the
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and 135 pounds at
sourness in five minutes that Just news came that he had called the
match' off there was a great howl
that makes Pape's Diapepsin
selling stomach regulator in the from the camp of Dan Morgan and
Then
world. If what you eat ferments Into the wires were made busy.
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and came the announcement that the
eructate sour, undigested food and match was on again, but it will be
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath noticed that Packy got his price and
foul; tongue coated; your insides also that the weight was changed to
filled with bile and indigestible waste, 136 at 6 o'clock, which means conremember the' moment Diapepsin siderable to the Chicago pride.
comes in contact with the stomach
And speaking of being foxy recalls
all such distress vanishes. It's truly Packy's first match in Milwaukee as
astonishing most marvelous, and thej an amateur, although he was no more
joy is its harmlessness.
amateur then that Jim Thorpe was
A large fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's when he won the all round athletic
Diapepsin will give you a hundred dol- competition at Stockholm. Packy was
lars' worth of satisfaction oi your matched to meet a young amateur
druggist hands you your money back. boxer at the Milwaukee Athletic club
It's worth its weight in gold to men and he was entered under the name
and women who can't get their stom- of Carl Emmick of Chicago. For two
achs regulated. It belongs in your l'ounds it was a pretty bout to watch,
home should always to kept handy but then
Packy began to toy with his
in case of a sick, sour upset stomach
opponent and it looked to be all off.
during the day or at night. It's the But Packy gave the fellow a chance
quickest, surest and most harmless again and they mixed. Then all of a
stomach doctor 'in the world. Adv. sudden
Packy staggered against the
ropes and pretended he was "all in."
The amateur foolishly rushed over
For a sprain you will find Chamber.
Iain's Liniment excellent
It allays toward Packy wide open for any kind
the pain, removes the soreness, and of a
swing and he got it. The Chi
.icon restores the parts to a healthy
condition. 25 and 50 cent bottles for cago pride simply cut loose with, right
and left, the other toeing off guard
sale by all dealers. Adv.

26,
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completely, and down went the amateur. Packy received a watch or medal, and probably a few dollars on
the side, but he never said a word
about it until some months afterwards
when he was matched In the. beer
city for a real contest. It was then
that some of the boys discovered
that Carl Emmick was none other
than Packy McFarland.
And don't overlook the fact that the
same Packy Is also game and carries
a good noodle on his shoulders.
When Ray Bronson, the Indianapolis
champion, fought Packy at New Orleans three years ago, he worked a
kind of pivot blow on Packy and put
him down for the count of nine and
nearly out. That was where Packy
showed his ring
and
generalship
gameness. He stalled through the
balance of the round, which had only
40 seconds to run, and then for ten
rounds kept on the defensive entirely,
being really in a trance during that
time.
It was the eleventh that he
began to get his bearings again and
as tlie fight progressed he improved
and toward the twentieth round he
gave as good as he received, earning
a draw. It was an uphill fieht and
showed the true caliber of the boy.
,
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CALE Oil

BLACK
Started

In Pimples. Nearly A'! One
Cheek Solid Sore. Very Fretful;
Used Cirticura Soap and Ointment. Face All Healed Up.

LIST
EACH CLUB HAS ONE OR MORE
PLAYERS WHO ARE NOT
ELIGIBLE

Klngsley, Mich.
"Last May my this
teen months' old baby had a aore come on
her cheek. It started in four or five small
pimplea and in two or
three hours' time spread
to the size of a silver dol-

United

There are today in the

States and environs

EIIlEk

some 24 men to

whom the doors, windows, fire eslar. It spread to her eyo.
Then water would run
capes and every other more of in
from the pimples and
'
gress to organized baseball, save per- wherever that touched 16
Orthe
are
barred.
caused more sores until
turnstiles,
haps
nearly all one eheok and
ganized baseball rarely, if ever, bars
up her nostrils were one
anybody from the
solid sore. She was very
writes
Damon
opening,
fretful.
She certainly
Runyon.
was a terrible looking
Some of these 25 young men are
child, andnothingseetned
young and others are not so young as
to be of any use. Thea
they used to be, but they are kin in a I got some Cuticura, Soap and Cuti-cuSho tried to rub off
common cause they are the Brothers
Ointment.
of the Blacklist. True, organized everything we put on go that we would ait
hold
her
for
two hours at a
and
hands
baseball softens the asperttes of the trying to give the medicine a chance to time,
help
term by calling it the ineligible list, her, but after I washed it with Cuticura Soap
on
and
then
Cuticura
the
Ointment
put
but It is none the less a blacklist,
seemed to soothe her and she did not
and those entered thereon are de- they
was
to
oft.
rub
them
It
try
only a few
barred from earning a living in any days before her face was all healed up;
$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be league under the jurisdiction of the and there haa been no return of the trouble)
We thought that baby's face would
pleased to learn that there Is afleast baseball powers just as effectually as since. be
scarred, but It Is not." (Signed) '
surely
one dreaded disease that science has If
Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 5, 1912.
they were in jail.
been able to cure In all its stages,
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
It doesn't make a lot of difference,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
sold
the world. Liberal sample of
Cure is the only positive cure now at that, because it appears that most each throughout
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Adknown to the medical fraternity. Ca of those blacklisted or declared indress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Iloston.'T
a
rearTender-face- d
tarrh being constitutional disease,
men should use Cuticura,
eligible are men who have either
quires a constitutional treatment
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Cample free.
usebaseball
their
of
eriod
passed
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
acting directly upon the blood and fulness, or never displayed enough
mucous surfaces of the system, there- talent to get anybody wildly excited lyn pitcher, who was traded to Philaby destroying the foundation of the about them. It has been demonstrat delphia for Eddie Stack, is blacklistdisease, and
giving the patient
ed by the Phillies. Pittsburgh has
strength by building up the constitu- ed time and again that any real star declared
ineligible h, T. Nelson,
tion and assisting nature in doing Its who gets In bad with organized base
work. The proprietors have so much ball can easily secure reinstatement. Thomas M. Quigley and George Siss-le- r,
faith In its curative powers that they
all recruits, while St. Louis of the
Every club in the National league
ofrer One Hundred Dollars for any
National league has put the ban on
one
more
or
on
has
the
ineligible
case that It fails to cure. Send for
list, but only three clubs in the Amer- C. M. Enright, Earl Hennis and
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To ican have put up the bars on players,
ledo, Ohio.
Pat Dougherty, Fielder Jones, E.
and the total in the younger league
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Langa and Martin Walsh are all
is six. The New York
Americans
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiof the Chicago White Sox.
have declared one E. Elliott, a young
pation. Adv.
infielder, ineligible, while the Giants Jones is now president of the NorthThis is the season of the year when have posted E. Hendricks, M. C. Pfyl, western league, so is apparently Inmothers feel very much concerned Ernest G. Shore and W. A. Torrey.
eligible only as a ball player. Walsh
over the frequent colds contracted by
a brother of the redoubtable Ed
is
Hendricks is a huge lefthander
their children, and have abundant
St. Louis Browns contribute C.
The
who
was
at
Benton
up
Harbor,
dug
reason for it as every cold weakens
R.
a pitcher, while Boston,
Brown,
the lungs, lowers the vitality and Mich., by "Crazy" Schmidt, and was
paves the way for the more serious tried out in Marlin in 1910. He show- Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia and
diseases that so often follow. Cham- ed some
promise, but when McGraw Washington have none at alL
berlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
A lot of! ineligibles of the past have
its cures, and Is pleasant and safe to tried to send him to Newark he
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv. leaped out of organized ball and has been lost from the list. Apparently
com- it was decided that there was no
since been pitching in semi-prchance of their making good if they
town.
Monte
home
his
pany around
has almost been forgotten by did. Fred Glade, the former Yankee
Pfyl
BASEBALL NOTES.
the fans. It was years ago that he pitcher, and "Doc" Hildebrand, ths
hopped to the California outlaws, and onetime Princeton star, used to apit has been some time since he has pear on the New York list, but they
Catcher Jim Archer and Pitcher been regarded aa a serviceable ball re there no longer.
Larry Cheney are the only holdouts player, especially for a big league
Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk
among Johnny Evers' Chicago Cubs. club.
Xebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
Manager George Stagings, of the
a
is
Shore
cadaverous
Young
youth N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley
Boston Braves, believes he has cop- who came to the Giants last season
Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
ped a star in Frank Metz, the Texas from a North Carolina college.
He Foley Kidney Pills with rery satisfacleague heavy sticker.
gained distinction for being pounded tory results and endorse their use for
President McAleer, or the Boston for ten runs in one inning of a game any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
are
O. G. Schaefer
Red Sox, says that he has all his men at Boston. ' McGraw intended sending TheyRed all right"
and
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
in line with the exception of "Duffy" Shore to
Indianapolis for developLewis and Bill Carrigan.
ment, but the long youth got homeThe Philadelphia National League sick, and is now back home. Torrey
club has signed Pitcher Joe Finner-a- has been on the Giant Ineligible list
WITH THE BOXERS.
who worked for the Norfolk team, for several years. He is a youngster
of the Virginia league, last season.
who was taken south one year, but
Mike Mowrey signed his contract got sick with typhoid and has never
Jack Dillon and Jimmy Clabby, the
with the Cardinals early this year. returned to organized baseball.
two clever middleweights, have reLast season Mike didn't report until
The Boston Nationals have blacklist ceived offers to go to Paris and box.
after the team returned from spring ed W. D. Jones, Barney Joy and FulSpike Robson, the
practice.
ler Thompson. The latter is a young bantamweight of England, planB to
Eddie Plank has promised Connie pitcher who was once with the Giants make another
visit to this country.
Mack that he will sign and go south a short time. Joy is a Kanaka, from
Charley Thomas, the Philadelphia
with the Athletics. Eddie says that Honolulu, who created a sensation on
boxer, who has been in Paris for sevhe has decided to stick to the game the Pacific coast, but who would nev eral
months, has returned after a
"just one more year."
er report to Boston when he was successful campaign.
Johnny O'Neill, who at 76 is one of bought. He is now in Honolulu.
John Townsend, a London boxer,
the most enthusiastic, of fans, has
Brooklyn contributes Tommy Shee- - was fined $5.50 In that city the other
booked to take the proposed trip han, who
leaped to the coast outlaws day for boxing as an amateur, wherearound the world
with the Giants years ago, to the list, and Cincinnati as he was a
professional
and White Sox.
donates C. E. Dahlgreen, a young
Frankie Conley, who is invMexico,
George Moriarty, third baseman pitcher, whom Joe Tinker Is trying declares that he will become a proand official song writer of the De- now to
whip into line. Charles Mur- fessional bull fighter in the near
troit Tigers, has signed his 1913 con- phy haa turned Vic Willis.
future. This sounds like a "buli" is
tract. George asserts that he is all
"Doc" Scanlan, the former Brook mixed up In It somewhere.
"tuned up" and ready for the first
,
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That's simply because
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Cottolene is

richer than either lard or butter. It
makes better food, too food free from grease
1
and indigestion food that is lisht and criso and
food that digests easily and does you good.
flaky
Lottolene contains no hog fat. It is a vegetable product-mad- e
from choicest cotton oil.
ri n
.

Nature made it, and Nature knows what is good for human
stomachs. Don't cry any more about the high cost of living until! you
nave practised tne economy which the use of Cottolene will enable.

5.

1

i

.

Discard lard altogether, discard butter except for
your table, and use Cottolene
for all shortening and frying. The results, as well as the economy, will make
you thankful for having read this advertisement.
,
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Try This
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Recipe
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CUP Cf

GINGER DROPS- C""'e' wi,h
CP writ nd add
this two and one-hacup. of flour
f Mlt nd cinnamon, also a tablespoon of

aino

lf

a S?,,'?11

! TV?''"'?
..tefl
Bake

one-ha- lf

,C-

mulfin

-

pan. ,

Made only by THE N.

,wo 'ePoo"' of oda have been dissolved.
ery modcrlte oven.
'ender nc" delicate and may be served
8WM.,ened cream,

K. FAHiBANK COMPANY

km

number.
,
The Utica New York State League
team will furnish two college baseball coaches this spring. Pitcher Buck
will coach the Colgate
university
nine and Jimmy bowd will develop

the Amherst battery material.
Heine Zimmerman, champion bats-mn- n
of the National league and star
third baseman of the Cubs, attributes
his success as a slugger to the game
of golf. He says that playing the
old Scottish game gave him a keen
eye and a free natural swing.
Mayor Rosslyn M. Cox of Middle-towN. Y will act i president of
the recently organized New York and
New Jersey league. Teams will be
placed In Middletown, Long Island
City, PoughkecpBle,
Newburg and
Kingston, N. Y., and Pateraon, N. J.
The National league gave Brooklyn permission to ojmn the season
and their new park the day before
the scheduled opening in the big
leagues, but at the same time handed the Dodgers an awful twist in
the way of conflicting dates with the
American
leaguers at the Polo
n,

grounds.

UGH! NOT CALOMEL, OIL OR SALTS,

BUT DELICIOUS

"MW

OF

FIGS"

GIVE YOUR STOMACH, LIVER AN D 30 FEET OF BOWELS A THOROUGH CLEANSING WITHOUT GRIPE OR NAUSEA. ENDS HEADACHE, BILIOUSNESS,
INDJGESTION AND CONSTIPATION.

nn.

litis wonderful fruit laxative acts let. thAco nia.tfors run until tlipr
as a liver and bowel cleanser tonic 'ed a large dose of physic, then
they
not as an Irritant Its action is took something severe, like eastor
natural and gentle no griping. It la oil, salts or cathartics, that meant
deliciousr-- no
dreading. It Is positive abuse t the bowels. These era
and prompt no waiting.
the days of the gentle and natural
If your stomach la sour and filled the days of Syrup of Figs. This way
with vile gases, your head aches, or you are not drugging yourself.
Syr
you are, bilious, norvous, dizzy, half up of Figa being composed entirolr
sick, your tongue coated, your thirty of luscious figs, senna and aromaticst
feet of bowels clogged with waste not can not cause Injury.
Ask your druggist for "Syrup cf
off don't watt
properly carried
Surely take a teaspoonful of delicious Figs and Elixir of Senna," and look-to- r
the name, California Fig Syrup
Syrup of Figs tonight, and in the morning all constipated waste, sour bile, Comrmny on the label. This la the
gases and poisons will move on and genu'ne old reliable. Any other
out of the system, gently but thorFig Syrup Is an imitation
meant to deceive you, JUfir3
oughly no Eripfnij ta nausa no
weakness. In the old days people such with contempt.

of-te- n
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of the arcx
organization bo that it may be ready

... 4.1 ., and made a vital part

at all times Tor immediate service.
This would be both prudent and
o6-economical and probably wouJT
Pubtised By
viate any future necessity that citi
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
zens should be conscripted. A small
(Incorporated)
er army, more compact, better organized and of higher training is the
EDITOP
M. PADGETT
and
olicy of our wisest statesmen,
it should be the settled policy of the
ESTABLISHED f8?9

M.

country.
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A MESSAGE REGARDING
TIONAL FINANCES.

NA-
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view-poi-

Store Gets Most Trade

Vrell-Lite- d

Mr. Merctiant? Just watch
Where do you trade,
the store that is
not

unconsciously patronize
vourself and see if you do
not realize now that your neighbor
brightest most attractive. Why
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a genial hand oi welcome makes
advantage. And yet. Tungsten
your stock appear to the best possible You
really should find out today
EUctric Fixtures are most economical.
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.
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the
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whereas men is higher positions carryiiig great responsibility
and the success of whose perform
ance depends on
tnd long exiuadequaiejy "paid.
periences, are

PRESIDENT SENDS TO CONGRESS

-

w

t

men at the bottom are recetviEg larger salaries tlita would be obtained
for similar work in euuioe eajptoy-rnen- t,

From

Entered at the postofflce at ka
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transuiis-to-- i
through the United States mail
o geonnd class matter.
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perfect substitute for face powder, a ierfect skin food, with marvelous curative properties. Remove
black heads, .pimples, tan, or any
chapped condition of the skin..: Our
rouge and massage cream cannot be
oils.
No hair growing
equalled.
These goods comply with the pure
food and drug laws.
For sale at Schaefer Drug Co., and
Son "Plaza."
E. Rosenwald and
A

Adv.

that

place.
in
Mrs. F. Plunkett, who has been

the citfj for. the t past three weeks
visitingber mbttief, Mrs. M. J. Woods,at
Kft this afternoon for her home

TOMORROW

at the

Y. M. C. A.

,
Amarillo Texas.
visitor
a
R. Haybce, who has been
-in the city ior sumo muc, ...
Extra business men's class 4 to 5:30
afternoon lor the southern part of the
o'clock.
' on business.
He
state and Arizona
Regular senior class 8 o'clock.
will return in April.
j

'

Division Foreman J. S. Suhl and
T A. i Megrif ielcL Ixiilermaker foreman in. th Jocal .shops of the Santa
Fo IteHwaootpanj-- left this afternoon for Waldo on a short business
H
?i
trlpjf'
DR. Hendt n of 'Uis Animas, Colo.,
came in'from that 'place last night to
work for the ,Prju.of Graaf and
in theNip&'ity of butcher. He
will relieve Jack Stevenson, who will
leave for
Angeles in the near
"'"-"t
future.
'
j
Alfred Steinmetz is making prepara
tiens to leave the early part of next
week for New York and other easten.
points and, will, sail shortly thereafter
for Europe to bring back his wife
and children, who have spent the
winter with relatives and friends.
Hay-war-

d

'

Tonight
Senior rehearsal at

.,

8

o'clock.

EXPECTED

"Many shall come in my name saying, I am Christ; and they shall lead
many astray."
Therefore Jet Israel consider, and
let Judah take heed, to understand
and discern by these signs that bur
Messiah has come. Turn now unto
the Word of Jehovah, with joy and
gladness; for your redemption is
nigh.
Given and published

ISSUE
CITY AUTHORITIES
A CALL TO THE WORLD TO
GREET SAVIOR.

ZION

Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of San Mi- guei county, has been, requested to
record upon his boons th?t the second coming of Christ is at hand. Tne
request came from H. L. Burnette
and John Taylor of Zion City, III.,
the community founded jy the late
Alexander Dowie. It will not be re
corded, as it is not a document
deemed necessary for incorporation
of the county records. Mr. Delgado
says he will send it back to its au
thors.
The document, which is freely in
terspersed with Scriptural quotations,
and enigmatical language, is as fol
,;
lows:
,
State of Illinois, City of Zion, Ui S.
.
SS.
A. In Lake County.
Be it known unto Judah, and unto
Israel, and unto all to whom these
words shall come:
Whereas, in the centuries past, God
gave unto men through His inspired
servants, the divine plan for human
life and for righteous government;
and
Whereas, God chose Israel as a
people to enlighten and to reconcile
unto Him all nations, tribes, and peoples; and to bring to pass the Kingdom of Heaven upon earth; and
Whereas, our people, Israel, departand ordied from the covenants
nances of Jehovah, and became scattered and lost among the nations of
the earth; and
Whereas, our patient and forgiving
God has promised to restore unto us
and send to us a
our Kingdom,
when the remuant ct
King
Righteous
Israel shall turn back unto the laws
and statutes made known through
His servant Moses, and shall prepare
a Place and a Way for the Coming of
His Messenger,' the Christ; now
Therefore, Henry L. Burnette and
John Taylor, of the seed of Jacob,
servants of the Most High God and
His two witnesses foretold to declare unto Zion, and unto Judah, and
unto all Israel, the Second Coming of
our Lord Jesus, the .Messiah of Israel, do now make and publish this
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HOW TO GET $400.00
Hit

IT IS THE THING

in' 'the name
JUUViiU-ixO-

j

of Israel, and for Hig Son, Melchi- zedek, High Priest forever, and the
Redeemer of the World, this 15th day
of January, A. D. 1913, and in the
fifty-sevent- h

1

to have a savings account in the bank. There
are nearly seven million' individual savings accounts in existance in the United States.
:.-)'--:

s

now-a-day-

j

These accoants show an average of over $400.00 each.
Seventy out of every one hundred persons starting a savings account with one
dollar, keep their accounts alive, that is, kep them going and in a few years have
several hundred dollars saved.

the. Adamite

Age.

i.

H. L. BURNETTE,
JOHN TAYLOR.

u

,

YOU commence a savings account now with one dollar or more. You are certain to gain by it, and the chances are seventy to one hundred that you will sooner or

later have a savings account equal to the average, that is $400.00.

CALIS

MEXICAN

START AN ACCOUNT WITH
!"

GOVERNMENT

The Peoples.Bank & Trust Co,

SPURIOUS
(Continued

CAPITAL

$105,000.00

from Page One)

ns who care for their international
honor into violent protest..

z
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Lower California Peaceful
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Troops Mobilize at Galveston
Galveston, Feb. 2G. Quietly and efficiently the mobilization of the Sec
States
ond division of tho United
army proceeded through its early
6tugts today. Last night there were
U0Q troops
at Camp Crockett Over
night nearly 1,000 more arrived. Four
teen more trainloads of soldiers were
due during the day.
Today enough of the Incoming mili
tary force was here to outline the
big camps at Galveston and Texas
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NOT APPROVED.
Washington, Feb." 26. A treaty
negotiated by the United
States wi,th Nicaragua, prpviding for
the payment of $3,000,000 by the United States in return for the exclusive
TREATY

c
canal
right to build an
across the "icaraguan isthmus, was
laid over, by' the foreign relations
committee of the senate today until
the new administration has an opportunity to pass on it.
inter-oceani-
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Washington, Feb. 2G The bill to
create a department of labor with a
cabinet officer at its head passed the
senate today after less than an
hour's ;r;ons)deration. The; measure
Aparicio Tapla. of Precinct, 'o. 1 hud' previously ' passed 'the house, bid
has' applied' "at1 thV cou'it' fot'l S as amendments' in "the senate vlill
bounty upon;threR.co'Dtes killed by quire
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rescues any meal from the
pr
commonplace, and more expensive things
"are never missed.
nut-brea- d,

With K C, the double acting baking

powder, good results are doubly certain.
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r.S3T SOUTHERN U. S. BEACON

NOVEL USE FOR

Lighthouse Situated at Point Isabel,
Tex, Near Mouth of the Rio Grande,

ANT-HEA-

PREDICTS

P

the Congo Convert Hill
Built by Insects Into a Lookout Station.
in

Surveyor

Seldom Visited by Ships.

The most south-jtrlighthouise upon the mainland in
The United States Is one at Point Isa-ic- l,
Tex., which is situated a few
tulles north of the mouth of the Rio
'Grande. In the early days before oth-"e- r
Texas ports had been developed,
'and prior to the construction of railroads Into the stale, there was a heavy
Traffic through the port of Point Isavessels
bel, and many ocean-goinmade this their regular stopping
The trade of the vast terriplace.
tory embracing much of northern Mex-4cand a big part of Texas flowed in
end out through this port, and the
lighthouse was a necessary beacon to
Point Isabel. Tex.

A.N

Africa. Among the
most destructive of African insects
are the white ants, which, although
well under an inch in length, do untold damage even In a single night.
Nothing is safe from attack, with the
exception of iron and steel, though
curiously enough the ants devour only
that portion of an object which Is not
exposed to the air. They will eat
away the soles of boots, leaving the
uppers standing in their place.
Jn some parts, particularly in the
convert an otherCongo, the
wise flat country into a hilly one.
Beautiful ferns and tropical flowers
cover these
That they can
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RUSE OF SISTER JEAN

British Doctor Gives Out Opinion
That Soft Foods Are Working
Havoc With the Race.

By

What our dentists have from time to
time been Baying has been at last taken up by a London doctor, namely,
that our teeth are less solidly set in
the jaws than they should be for the
reason that civilization encourages us
to eat soft foods. "Biting is becoming
a lost art," says this British doctor.
"The surest way to save your teeth
from extinction is to bite hard substances. Growing young people of today should be given a diet of hard biscuits ad chop bones." He points out
that the jaws of today are narrower
than those of our ancestors and this
applies to America as well as to Brit-ain and that unless some changes arel
made in our mode of life evolution will
breed a race that will be practically
toothless. He gives as the reason for
the narrowing of the ' jaws and that
they are less powerful that they are
not sufficiently exercised; that we do
not use our teeth to crunch hard foods
as did the early BritiBhers. He notes
that wisdom teeth, owing to the general narrowness of the jaws, are cut
at all manner of times, and tells of a
who had just cut a
man of fifty-twwisdom tooth owing to the removal of
other molars which at last allowed it
to show itself above the gum.
o
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
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Wingfield looked at his sister Jean,
frowning heavily, she sat across the
room from him her head bent, her
hands discolored but stitching deftly
at something something that roused
him to anger. He flung his book half
way across the desk in front of him,
got up laggardly, and said, balancing
himself with both hands upon the
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desk-to-

" 'Patches are
premeditated poverty. You know that yet you do
vorse than patch. Is this the third or
fourth time you've made over that
hat?, I'm sick of seeing it of seeing
you messing with it. A new one,
much better looking, would cost only
a couple of dollars I believe you
upon trimming such things your-
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Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
Old Town
canned with sprained legs, arms, 'est Side Plaza
G. V. Hedgcocfc, cemetery trustee;
shoulders what not But' not a one
it
did
W: S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
the
you
fly
could have caught
lad., says he would not take
ley,
saved the game for us. That reminds
Bi
ELKS
and
P. O.
Meet second
100.00 for the relief a single box of
me I met Treptow last week and alCARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
fourth Tuesday evening ot
Foley KMney Pills gave him. "I had
most the first thing he said was:
MHO
street
on
Ninth
severe attack of kidney trouble with
Elks
home
a
The'
sister
of.yours?
'Where is that
PAINTING
SIGN
brothpains through my back and
avenue.
sharp
and
Visiting
Douglas
girl of the fly?'"
;
could1
straighten up. A. single
hardly
course
"You didn't tell him ol,
ers are cordially Invited. P. Di
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirety reO.
N.
Jean said quietly.
Exalted Ruler; ,D. W; Con- lieved me.". O. G. Schaefer and Red
429 GRAND AVE.
Wingfield looked down- - "You know
don,
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Secretary.
almost
I can't tell people,"
kept
fretfully, "If they knew
house they'd expect Ol! hang it!'
HEALTH WARNING
You know why."
rhllled and wet feet result in con
are
"You:
saidJ
Jean
"Perfectly,"
20c per 100 lbs.
gesting the Internal organs, and in
2,000 lbs. or Mere, Each Delivery. . . . .
ashamed to seem poor you'd mind flammation of the kidneys and' Diaa
25 par 169 Iba.
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 .be., Each Delivery
that worse, much worse, than being der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
30a
mind
liberal
be
to
per 100- Iba.
You
like
Each
DeHvery
to
200 lb.
1,000 lbs.
poor.
ln back, generally follow.
Since you
40o per 100 Iba.
I don't say extravagant!
Pills. They are the best medl
60 lbs. to ,200 Iba, Each DeHvery
Kidney
earn most of the money you have- a cine made for all disorders of the kid
60o per 1U Iba,
Less than 5a Iba. Each Delivery
right to spend It as you choose. I neys, for bladder irregularities, anc
have never complained I never shalT. tor backache and rheumatism. They
A
UA
But this I ask if Billy Treptow do not contain habit forming drugs
comes in yovr way again ask him Tonic in action, quick results, O. G
Schaefer and Redi Cross Drug Co.
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural lee, the Purity and
here to dinner."
Las Vegas Famous,
"Ask him! When ha has all; the rich Adv.
Lasting Qualities ol 4Whlch Have Made
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
folk running after him! Don't you
know that?" Wingfield demanded.
Mrs. S. S. S.. Van Buren SL. Kins
Jean nodded, but pereistedi "Ask ston, N.'Y. (fulli name furnished oa
If.
tell
you,
come!
I
know
he'll,
him.
application) had such decided benefit
him I am to be cook."
from lisinir Foley's Honey and Tar
Somehow Wingfield did ask Billy. Compound that she shares her good
In fact he could not very well escape fortune with others. She writes :
It, because Billy developed suddenly a Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
turn of Inquiry that quickly brought broueht mv voice back to me during
ping
a severe case of bronchitis and laryn
out the facts. Jean was In the
house for her brothet Billy gitis. Oh, how many people I have
It to." O. G. Scbaefe'
straightway dumamled the address. recommended
,',
Co. Adv.
Wingfield went home laggardly. It and Red Cross Drug
was late when he got there too late
F. e! Walling, a farmer diving neai
for anything but a hurried change of
costume. It tuok him all aback to find Yukon, Me-.- , strongly recommends Fo
Cia8Stfiel ads, search out the people to whom among all et
the living reora deserted, the dining ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
thosa who MIGHT BUY the .particular thing is worth most.
"I have ben advised by my
room, a tiny place,, likewise empty says:
use
to
Honey
doctor
Foley's
pxcent for massed, roses. , He Won family
That pMperty you want to sell is WORTH MOST io omeoie
and
Compound for my children
dered if, after all Bllljf Treptow was when Tar
medicine
a
was
there
cough
minutes
reads the ads. in thla newspaper and would never bear of
wko
past needed.
not coming. It was five
It always jrives the best of
the hour. Suddenly from the kitchen satisfaction and I recommend it to
your property unless tt were advertised here.
h hea
voices and laughter.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
O.
others."
Piishtne intft the door there was
Others, who read and ans rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
Co. Adv.
not room to to cloatt inside he saw lrug
anxious to pay oash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
are
Billy with both arms about Jean,
of
and
Here
good
a
is
message
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
and
hope
whos hands upheld a platter of da cheer from Mrs. C. .T. Martin, Boone
one was Mill.
leetsWe fried chicken.
Va.. who is the mother of 1
lauchlng and saving: "Mind! You'll children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
as the classified ads. are read by all possible buye-.s- , ot all pos
upset your dinner, to which he was stomach trouble and constipation by
sible sorts ot things, they have come to be finders of the beet mar- - 1
answering. "Not on your life. I've chamberlain's
Tablets after fi'e
1
kets.
been waiting five years to eat your years ot suffering and now reeom
cooking now I m.a'a to eat tt al mends these tablets to the public. Sold
by all dcalors. Adv.
ways."
r
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Converted Into a Lookout
Station.

Ant-Hca- p

also be turned to practical account is
shon by the fact that some surveyors in the Congo have converted
station.
one into a look-ou- t

Lighthouse t Point Isabel, Texas.

SEEKS NEVER ENDING LIFE
traversing the
Waters of this lower part of the gull Dr. Alexis Carrel Hopes to Graft New
Icoast It is now only occasionally
Nerves and Organs Into Dead
Whata pnnKtwIsn vessel nuts in at
Animal Tissues.
TPoint Isabel, but the lighthouse is kept
faithfully guarded, burning brlghtlj
New York. An attempt to translate
tfor such seafaring men as may chancs death into life is
shortly to be made
this
ho pass
way.
at the Rockefeller Institute for Med
ical Research In New York, according
(SHIP KILLS MONSTER SHARK to a statement made by Dr. Alexis
Carrel of that institution, who is in
Passengers and Crew of Havana Liner Paris, on his way to America.
Tell of Large Fish That Wat
"I am about to endeavor," he said
Seen at Sea.
"to graft and transplant nerves and
organs connected with the nervous
'
New York. Passengers and crew o! system. In this connection It is sug
the steamer Havana of the Ward lint gested to me by Professor De Bove
from Havana, brought a tale of a tre that such experiments will strike
mendous shark that came to an end greatly the public imagination. I have
lecross the ship's bow. Captain Knight alreadv established the possibility of
fcaid it was the largest Ehark he had keecine alive life germs in certain
tover seen, but could not give It exact liquids.
"A question now raised by Profes
pength. A passenger, a real estata
Wealer, with the ruling passion strong sor De Bove as to whether these 'pre(at sea, said that if placed on land it served' germs are capable of fertili
fwould have covered a plot 35 by 13 zation and the reproduction of speWlirect navigators

In

ffeet.

Passengers promenading the deck
(about noon suddenly felt the sliif
slacken speed. Peering over the rail

ves-Irc- l

COLLIE

DOG

SAVES

BOYS

Hungry Coyotes and Prevents
Death of Young Master, But Is
Fatally Hurt.

Charge
i

uge-lon-

pictures of
from their
from

these

ments they
that nerve
ble.

WILSON

SMOKED ONLY ONCE

Admits It Hit Him With Disastrous
Effects and That He Never
Tried It Again.
Trenton, N. J. The arrival of a

meerschaum pipe at the statehouse from
one of Wilson's Princeton friends
In Vicksburg, Miss., brought from the
amber-stemme-

president-elec- t

the confession

that

d

:

KHz-abel-

Pig Skin for Grafting.
.
N.
Three square
of pip; skin were grafted on the
t
C;V),:St and shoulders of Clyde Rich,
twenty, who was seriously
ig(-ci'.,.,-c,in N.-Ycrk
l
in nn

Jour

in.

:::'

Nominal

Wanted

Price.

Isaacstein, his wife, and three children came home from a trip on the
continent with a rather bad form of

.

exzema.

Isaacstein said to his wife: "Me
dear, it is in our blood ; ve must shee
a doctor."
"But," replied the wife, "that will
cost an awful lot of money."
"Oh, no, me dear" said Isaacstein,
"vait."
Then he went round and took a sample of blood from each of them, and
then some of his own, in a bottle.
He went to the doctor, who thought
it rather a large sample, and the blood
was duly examined, and a curative
prescription given to Isacstein.
"Ow much is it?" he BBked the doc-

For Sate

Parcels Post Bars Skunks.
Palnesville, O A farmer who mall.
ed a la parcels post, on package of
frozen skunk skins, which thawed out
while in the poslofflce, and scented uD
the place, was compelled to take them
back.

.

.

1

.

tor.
"One guinea," replied the doctor.
"There you are, thank you, doctor.
May I use you 'phone?"
"Certainly," from the doctor, who
had the pleasure of listening to the
following:
"'Ello, 'ello Is dat you, Rebecca.
Veil, dis is me. I'm at the doctor's.
It's all right I'm all right, you'r all
right, and the kids is all right, tool"

.

w

Tit-Bit-
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Making Use of Penguins.
The most southern industry in the
world is believed to be the strange
business established on Macquarie
island, a barren nesting place for sea
birds, which lies about 750 miles

L

r.liscellsncous

a

nuj

g

once in his life, and only once, did he
smoke.
"It was this way," he said. "My father was a smoker of some attainments, and had got to the stage where
he liked a fat, black cigar. In his
leisure hours, my mother took advantage of his habit and employed him
to blow the pungent smoke over her
rosebushes to kill Insects.
"One day when he was not at home,
she suggested that I try H on one of
her favorite plants, and I obliged,
somewhat proudly. For five minutes
I steamed away like a furnace, and
then It hit me with disastrous effects;
PENCIL CHEWING IS FATAL I never tried it after that."
"And you never had any ambition
Springfield Boy Who Swallowed Piece to learn smoking?" was suggested.
"No," he replied. "You gee, I never
of Wood at School Four Years
was forbidden to, so there wouldn't
Ago Is Dead.
have been any point to It."
'
Springfield, 111. Myron B. Chapman,
vtged fifteen years, son of Mrs,
Skirt,
Thug Wears
Chapman of this city, a student
White Plains, N. Y. Miss Lillian
end
chewed
the
Sn the public schools,
O'Toole reported to the police that she
f his pencil four years ago while in had been robbed by a woman who
lie died from tuberculosis, wore men's trousers under her hob
School,
on by the chewing of the
ble skirt. 1 he police later arrested a
firought swallowed a piece of the man whom they believe wore
a womwood. It lodged in the right side. an's hobble over his trousers, thus
were unable to aid him.
posing as a woman.

ti-e-

Physician Not Aware He Was Giving
a Wholesale Prescription for a

southeast of Tasmania, the large
island situated a little south of Australia which is noted for its fine apples,
many sheep and valuable timber, and
as being the birthplace of Mrs. Hum
phry Ward, the English novelist; Mac
querie island is the home of vast num.
bers of penguins, the population, ot
these big birds being estimated at
80,000,000, on an area of 25,000 acres
The penguins are boiled in "digesters"
holding about 800 birds at a time, and
when the steam is turned off and wa
living tissues separated ter pumped into the bottoms of the
Darent organisms. It is digesters the oil rises to the top and
pictures and the experi- is drawn off into barrels. It is used
illustrate that he argues by manufacturers of binder twine in
transplantation is possi- Australia and New Zealand.
never-endin-

Trinidad, Colo. Fighting to th
death, a Scotch collie dog saved the
lives of his two masters, Louis and
Samuel Salvorno, ten and twelve years
cld, respectively, who were attacked
coyotes on th6
by three hunger-crazenow-claplains, ten miles southwest
if here.
The boys were badly bitten by the
Infuriated beasts and their clothes
rwere practically torn to ribbons. Tha
log was bo badly lacerated it Is dying.
The children had been sent to an
"uncle's ranch to get provisions. Halt
way over the train they were attacked
The collie charged
(by the coyotes.
tho beasts, killing two and pursuing
rthe third as It sneaked away. The
iog is terribly torn, and it is feared
Jio will not survive.

t'hyslcians

...

OUT

cies."
The experiments, which are to be on
animals, will begin as soon as Doctor
If they
Carrel reaches New York.
succeed along the line suggested by
M. De Bove science will have attained
an
dream or Dnaging aeaui
life.
with a chain of
Doctor Carrel had gone to Paris
from Stockholm, where he experiment
ed in company with a Swedish scien-tist. Pie has with him cinematograph

t

khey saw an Immense shark lashing
khe water at the ship's prow into a
(foam. The Impact when the big fish
fwas struck was felt throughout the
fvessel, and the blow was sufficient to
(cut the shark almost in half.
' The engines were reversed, and tha
(boat finally backed clear of the shark
which sunk. While at Havana th
over
(steamer lost a quartermaster
iboard and the belief grew among the
jpassengers that he had fallen prey tc
rthe shark, which had followed the
in hopes that another victim would
jcome its way.

ONE

.

v

each-mont-

HERMAN

Harmony of Colors.
that the sensation of
white results from the equal, excite
ment of sensations produced by the
three fundamental radiations is de
duced naturally from an analysis ot
the rules of the harmony of colors
Colored lights do not focus at the
same point; therefore the eye must
seize different distances at the samt
time in order to see when different
colored surfaces touch. The difference of refrangibility of the different
colored rays causes some colors to
stand out and others ta stand back.
Red is the most "flying" or- "tapering"
of the colors, a red object always appearing to be farther away than blue
object, though it is seen on the sanit
plane and in the same light. Har
per's Weekly.
The principle

he-sai-

RETAIL PRICES
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The First Pump,
The first pump ever invented was

the heart of a man or animal, and it

Is today one of the most perfect
pumps in use. The heart as a pump
is decidedly up to date, and engineers

COMPANY

PUR

ANT Ads
Are Best

city-kee-

unanimously agree that its principles
of construction for the highest efficiency are correct, and that it Is not
surpassed by any pump invented by
man. It is not only a powerful force
pump of incredible efficiency, but it is

Market Finders

and
While the mechanism is In action, It
cleanses and purifies itself. For Its
size and work it is the greatest pump
of the age.
From George Ethelbert
Walsh's "The First Invention," in St.
Nicholas.
g

Fete for the Lme.

In the little village of Varennos-

.

-

in central France, a
fete is to be held; at three o'clock
there will be a walking race, and the
festivities are to be wound up with a
ball, to which the lame will invite
guests less handicapped than them.telves. London Standard.
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We are prepared to supply both the engraved and printed variety,
correct in style and the kind that will look good to the folks back
east or out west.
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Train Xo. 10 was about three hours
EXAMINATIONS
rJNOUNQED.
late today on account of trouble on
United States civil service examithe coast lines. All other trains were nations will be held here on the
NEWS- 1
en time.
March 5 Map
dates noted below:
j
'jfelji
to
$700; catalog$600
colorist, salary
The
fire insurance agents were busy uer, salary $G0 per month. March 10
6:37
automobile
"at
lampa
Light
senior highway engineer, salary
today Invoking the Browne and Man
o'clock this evening.
zanares wholesale house. Most of the $2,220 to $2,700. March 17 architecj'
dumage in the recent fire was caused tural designer and draftsman (male)
Try a dram ol Old Taylor
by the smoke and water and prac Isthmian canal service, salary $130
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
r
tically nothing was ruined by the to $200 per month; copperplate map
Califorala
flames.
engraver (male) salary $3 a day to
All the latest styles of millinery
;
California Apricots
$1,600 a year; March 19 statistical
seen
at Mrs. L. P. Wright's.
may lie
The Losey and Bankers' teams will clerk, salary $900 to $1,200; deputy
Adv.
California
howl at the Elks' home tonight for Khintiinc commissioner (male) sal
electrical
California
March
v
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged the championship of the Elks alleys. ary $900.
first
class,
draftsman
This
be
the
one
will)
salary,
best games
of
(male)
in the wood. Direct from the distil
$125
class
.second
month,
$150
that
have
at
per
the
club
ben
for
of
course.
played
is just pure fruit, grown in California's sunny orchards, preto
At
the lobby,
you.
lery
soil
24
March
physicist
month.
some
is
much rivalry per
time, as there
Adv.
cane sugar, J
pared clean, cooked in natural fruit juice and pure
between the two teams. All Elks (male), salary $2,200. April
A marriage license was issued yes and their ladies are cordially invited Computer (male) naval observatory,
Good For Drea.kfa.st
to attend this exhibition of classic salary $1,000 to $1,200; scientific as
terday afternoon at the court house
Good For
sistant, department or agriculture,
to Ana 'Maria Roybal, aged 17, of Tre- - bowling.salary $900 to $2,4b0; mechanical
mentina, and Juan B. Baros, aged 22,
Good For
draftsman
(male) Isthmian canal ser
Chief
re
of
Police Ben Coles has
of Chaperito.
montn.
ceived a letter from Glenns Ferry vice, salary $125 to $150 per
examinations
on
the
information
All
Yesterday afternoon at the Elks' Idaho, asking? the whereabouts of a
James K.
home Dr. P. R. Lord broke all local certain J. A." Knox, who was a resi- may be obtained from
local
at
the
Lowe
postoffiee.
records in bowling, rolling 585, or an dent at one time of East Las Vegas"
average of 195 for each of the three and owned property on Gallinas and
Tilden avenues. The person desiring,
BIG FARMERS' MEETING
strings bowled.
the information is his brother, W. S.
That the demonstration train which
Consickm Romo, a resident of Ca Knox, who resides at Glenns Ferry. was m me city some time ago us
non Ulanco, yesterday afternoon ap- Any information concerning this man encouraged the farmers to use more
scientific methods was shown last
plied at the court house for $6 as will be gladly received by him.
one
of
night at a meeting held in a school
cooyte
Lountyupon the hides
and-tw- o
The Greater Las Vegas band will house on the mesa near the Erb and
wild cats.
start practicing next month and holies Westerman property. The subject of
The Ladies' Aid society of the Bap to give the citizens the best music silos was discussed freely and many
tint church will hold its regular an possible.
The band has always been of the farmers signified their intenoffi
a
election
of
nual meeting for the
success, but lack of enthusiasm lias tion of installing one of these imits progress
somewhat provements. There are various kinds
cers, in ;the vestry of the church hindered
heretofore. There is much material of silos and the evening was spent
Thursday afternoon.
in the city and the band wilt have mainly In deciding which kind is the
Mrs. Kate Wolfe, employed as a more members than ever
ibefore. better.
Much interest has been shown
bookkeeper at Graaf and Hayward's Here is a good chance for the boosters
store, was kept from her work today to get busy and belli make the band a since the demonstration train passed
on account of a fractured rib, receiv- success.
through the city and already many of
the
fall
last
ed in, a
improvements shown by it3 exnight.
have been executed and good
perts
''the
did
the
"
Why
peace
justice of
The Ladies' Aid society of the Me- at Sau Geronimo scud Samuel San results have been shown. About 15
thqdist,, church will hold a home chez to jail? That is the question farmers attended the meeting last
i
toflkery sale in the building adjoin- which will be answered at a hearing night and the interest shown was
Sixth to be held soon by Judge David J. great. The men are aware that with
ing the Coors building on
street. Saturday March 1. Adv.
Leahy. According to the story, San scientific methods they can get be!
d
chez was sent to jail for debt by ter results in every department
,The O'Malley and Hamilton club the justice of the peace. The matter agricultural work.
will meet tonight for training and was to have been heard this afterI
all, boxers are requested to be pres- noon, but as the papers in the case
Vk.
GLEE CLUB COMING
ent, as bouts are being arranged by were .not available, it was postponed.
The next attraction upon, the Santa
the management to be staged in the It is unlawful for a man to be sent Fe
entertainment
reading room
near future.
to jail
for debt, hut that is what course, as announced by, S. E. Busser,
Sanchez claims was done to him.
is the Fairmount College Glee club
fliers will be a called communicaof Wichita, Kan. The date set is
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F.
At its recent meeting in Albuquer Saturday evening, March 8. The enand A. M. Thursday evening at 7:30
que the New Mexico Society of the tertainment likely will be held in the
o'clock. in the Masonic hall. Work Sons of the American Revolution vot- Duncan
opera 'house. The Fairmount
in the M. M. degree. All members
to allow the formation of local singers are said to be accomplished
ed
of Chapman lodge and visiting Ma-- ,
chapters of the organization in the people. Secretary Le Noir of the Y.
s.cns are cordially invited to be
various cities and towns of the state. M. C. A., who has charge of the stagA minimum membership of five is ing of the entertainments here, says
in each chapter.
In Las the Fairmount Glee club comes highThe meeting held at the Christian required
are
two members of the ly recommended.
there
Vegas
Tabernacle last night was well at- New Mexico
society and a few memtended and the sermon was forceful.
bers of the societies of the Sons of
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Special music was a feature of the the American Revolution
of other
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
be
sermon
will
program. Tonight's
states. An effort may be made to the week ending February 22, 1913.
"Prepare to Meet Thy God." The gen- form a local association here. DoubtMrs. C. M. Allen; O. E. Baker, (2)
eral public is invited to attend these
less there are many people here eli- Roy Bullock; M. E. Cannon; Ernest
services.
IS MADE FROM
gible for membership in the Sons of Holt; Miss Bos Leon; Mrs. William
the Revolution. Any persons interest- Pickles; Dona Paulita R. Varela.
R.
D.
afternoon
Yesterday
Judge
ed should confer with H. S. Van Pet-teWhen calling for the above letters
Murray tried and sentenced to 15
Ross of Albuquerque
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
is please ask for "Advertised Letters.''
Pitt
days' labor Cleofes Gallegos on the
president of the state society.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
charge of drunkenness and disorder-
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Opportunity

Good Eating
Pe&chts

We are now placing orders with Eastern funiture factories
for a large car shipment for Spring, to arrive soon.

Bartlett Pears
Cherries

come in this car at a

You can get

that particular piece or kind of furniture to

grat

-

saving to yo'l.

19-2- 0

:

Any furniture ordered to come in this car is sold on a very
close basis, and with the low freight rate,
you can save 25 per
''
,
cent.

Let Us Have Your Orders
Early

Fruit Salads

Desserts

J. C. JOHNSEN

We Have Them

J. H. Steams,

&

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke Assasitaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
a. u. uavis, Vice President.

THE OLD RELIABLE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BAIN WAGON

OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital,

$100,000

N.

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits S35.000

I

I

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

-

i

fir

l SON

Interest Paisi on

Time Deposits

?

,

Si

Wo

;

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE

Gross, Kelly & Co.

UTS

Sole Agents

BE SOLD FOR TAXES

the Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY

CHASE

m.

SANBOR.NS

THE

Them-Tha- fs

All

& DATWARD CO. STORE

GRAAF

A, L. Coeur and brother, E. Coeur,
have rented part of the Coors building
ATTORNEY
CHARLES
on Sixth street and will open a first DISTRICT
W. G. WARD LEAVES TOMORclass pool room therein. The Coeur
ROW TO ATTEND SALE
brothers sar that the hall will be
in
class
first
respect
every
strictly
District Attorney Charles W. G.
and: the, equipment will be the best
Ward will leave early tomorrow mornobtainable,,. They expect to be
by the latter part of the week. ing for Mora, where, in the afternoon,
will occur the sale at auction of a
large portion of the Mora grant. The
bo sold under the delinland is
"I much prefer Steam Latin- quent tax laws of the Btate. It comprises several hundreds of acres. Taxdry service to home 'launderes owed upon lie tract are said to
ing, the color is better and
amount to about. $17,000.
The land
ts the properly uf United Slates Senthe clothes last longer."
ator T. li. Catron and is part of the
"
This.ls the remark we hear
large holdings claimed by him upon
every day, and it pleases us
this immenst land grant.
and repays us for the effort we
While in Mora Mr. Ward will file a
have made to bring our
general suit lor the collection of delinquent taxes In the county. He ex-- ,
HOUGH DRY
pects to stay in Mora for about ten
days, as he will not return until he
has wiped tlie lxioka of the county free
into popularity.
from delinquent taxes.
SJr.
Ward
said he would not file suit at once
Our new iresh hot air drying
for the collc-etloof, the delinquent
ls th only sanilary way of
of Guadalupe county, owing to
taxes
Iron
we
then
drying clothes,
the fact that, the delinquents, bethe flat pieces wash, dry and
of the failure of the commiscause
work.
iron the flat
sioners to Bee that the list of
was printed In both English
TRY l)S ONCE
and Spanish, have sought to prevent
collection by n
Injunction,
The matter will have a hearing before Judse David j, Leahy iiion April
7, the openln;; day of the spring term
of court in Santa Hour.
Mr. Ward
declared Iip would take such lega)
means as are ne'esary for the col
lection cf the Guadalupe county tax' Fhooe Afai'fl SI
617 Doughs Avf
es, probably securing individual service upon a blanket suit.
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AND WOOO

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
s
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J. H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?

KSET"'

All

Have You Ever Tried

THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

!

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.

White Beauty

'

Cooking Oil?
it is one of the GREATEST helps in the culinary department of
the home to be USED
INSTEAD OF LARD.

It comes in
12
1

.

1
CP

Al

FOR SALE A No. 1 visible No. 5
Oliver typewriter, $;i0. The Rosenthal Furniture Co.

l

Coffees or Teev.s
WHEN YOU ARE TIRED
Just Try

Insist on "Hunts" if you w&nt the' highest
quality in canned fruits

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

MORA GRANT TRACT TO

street cleaner.

At The Home of

Delicious In Flavour.- -

ly conduct.

Gallegos was arrested by
Chief of Police Hen Coles on Monday. He is now assisting the city as

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
PASTEURIZED CREAM
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

TRUiTS'

QUALITY

'THE KIND THAT IS NOT

IN THE CAN

2

gallon....

gallon...
Give

sizes
70c
$It35

it a trial and

you will be well

delin-quenee- s

(

Cooling: and Aerating Apparatus.

Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
'

We did so because we believed that then sniCfw""f were
conforming to the "above main principles of modern dairy-- ,
ing designed to prevent the' entrance of bnctferia intft the.
milk-

-

. ..

,

.,

.

That we were right was proven in the government in'
spection of the next year (not made public at the time) in

which we scored the highest chiefly because our qooljag And
bottling room was at the required distance fr'om dwelling or
stable.
'

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterlas of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutts. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another In It some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room moke the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for mills until it is bottled and sealed.

Iheairofthe

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
Las Vea

Las Veas Steam

BOUCHER

.

Laundry

I

"The Coffee Man"

"

'TO)

COPBETT

South Pacific St.
....

Phon rflaln 312

r.i
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

